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We stand, once again, at the end of a week
That’s been so blessed, and very unique
Another school has come and gone
Where the morning light, in our hearts, has shone
At twenty one, it’s come of age
And this one really took the stage
Breaking every limitation
And streaming live to every nation
Howie started on Sunday morning
A message that came without a warning
It’s not about the band and the singer
But all about the accurate finger
And so each one is given his grace
Even the teacher will find his place
The thumb can function with greater force
It shows the value of an apostolic source
This move of God is so versatile
It can absorb almost any style
You see, in Sandton we have a Thumbo
And in the Cape we have a jumbo
On Monday we started with the table
Celebrating a truth that some made a fable
Though they were sent and bluntly lied
Jesus did rise after he died
We learned that it’s all about family
And so we celebrated our unity
With gratitude our Lord to thank
Remembering Him, we ate and drank
Thamo opened and left us no choice
But to train our ears to hear the voice
Apostles can only have one plan
It’s simply to form Christ in every man
If you think information makes you apostolic
You’re being entranced like an alcoholic
Fruitful must become a house of bread
Feeding others, and no more need to be fed
So God has given the surety
That this move has come to maturity
From now on a hastening upward spiral

This reformation will now become viral
It will come through a messenger community
That’s learned how to function in unity
Fuelled by the lives of Elijah and John
That is the grace it will be built upon
This company must be strongly related
The covenant honoured and celebrated
To be God’s son, that’s what is meant
While religion will stone the ones He sent
We have to change the way men think
Cause religion makes the wilderness stink
Though our clothing and diet is totally strange
Their mindsets we have to rearrange
We’ve got to consider how we have heard
For the coming revival will flush us with word
There were many widows in Elijah’s day
But like him, we come to prepare the way
There won’t be a chance of conformity
‘Cause we have to become His deputy
Only a steward and not a possessor
Christ becomes more and we become lesser
When Elijah comes you sure can tell
There’ll be a fight with Jezebel
The order on earth will be corrected
And even the heavens will be affected
When God releases His heavenly forces
The powerful sound of stampeding horses
It’s done through a voice heard in the earth
To shake every system and test it’s worth
Elijah obeys with abandonment
Boldly refusing his environment
To shape the measure and even the way
In which he’ll perform what God will say
So when God releases a dabar
The consequences reach very far
It’s not just about a word that is heeded
But locked up inside is everything needed
Though God wants to speak to everyone
Regarding salvation and the death of His Son
When He decides to move the camp

He’ll speak to the one that carries the lamp
It’s very essential in this season
That faith first has to inform our reason
A widow’s house has no competence
‘Cause only a father gives inheritance
And so, like Elijah, we need to be Tishbites
Captives who’ve chosen to give up their rights
Being from Gilead, one of their graces
Is to function from the Spirit’s high places
These people will learn how to drop a word
All over the earth their voice will be heard
While this is a great and awesome day
We have to be watchful of what we say
The Bible tells us perfection we’ll reach
If we can only control our speech
And then we will have a heart full of love
Enjoying the wisdom that comes from above
The one thing that hit us like a hammer
The language of heaven is a stammer
Our speech will not, in the earth be known
But the product will be that which is shown
The ground of this season is the ear
Your measure’s determined by how you hear
How is it that some receive hundredfold
It’s because they simply do as they’re told
So God will come through a voice that will speak
That is why your ear you must tweak
Your sight does not determine perception
Your hearing is your way of reception
Kingdom order is a thing of God’s choosing
But the church only knows about binding and loosing
The Spirit’s ways we have to learn
It’s only salvation we cannot earn
It’s not a matter of opinion
But has to do with dominion
The rule of God we want afresh
A spiritual kingdom, not in the flesh
This is the story Abraham conveyed
The nations are blessed when the voice is obeyed

His trained men did not have any guns
But he poured his life into the sons
We saw the army of the Lord
Ranked behind His voice and word
In the wilderness days you had to live there
You could not even drop anywhere
Paul says the church has an administration
Of the glory, the covenants, and the adoption
While giving is such a noble deed
The doma is given for the sake of your need
So you can Google your revelation
But you will not produce a Christ generation
You’ll cut and paste your fairy tale
But a voice is needed to split the veil
Our churches with wisdom should be exposed
Or else they’ll become overdosed
With wisdom we have to distribute the meat
Because the people are what they eat
If deity has ranking and order
Why do we violate the border
We have to learn that in the root
Lies the production of the fruit
And now I have to ask you why
Would you love a scale that tells a lie
Do you want the preacher to let you feel good
Or preach the word like he really should
The church must undergo some refinement
It has to do with spiritual alignment
If you find your father’s house and grace
Christ can be born in an accurate place
In this move, to play your part
You must keep ambition out of your heart
If we want to function as heaven’s reps
We have to walk with ordered steps
For this to happen you need a voice
To stir the baby and make you rejoice
And so you’ll come into your freedom
And also inherit the Father’s kingdom
There is, in God, such a beautiful tension

It really goes beyond comprehension
The father rejoices to be seen in the son
The aim is the image of the heavenly One
Wisdom is seen in humility
It has nothing to do with ability
A contrite heart is what you need
A broken spirit from God can feed
This move is known by the face of a lamb
Prepared to become the sacrificial ram
The world must see you have no pride
Even though there’s a lion roaring inside
So as a lamb before men you stand
But the sceptre will never leave your hand
Much revelation can leave you confused
But when it is crushed, blood is produced
This move is about being connected
So forget about your beign rejected
It asks for spiritual strategy
Above your church and it’s liturgy
Our concept of missions is really a pity
We don’t know how to approach a city
As a guest speaker you won’t get very far
But apostolic preaching will raise the bar
You will confront principalities
In atmospheres of the heavenlies
With education you’ll surely miss
The thing is you have to be built for this
Your life must carry apostolic grace
You have to portray your father’s face
Don’t just go and put up your tent
But carry the mantle of the one who sent
This move is not to show off your gift
For the devil will surely come to sift
If you flaw in character and personality
You simply don’t have the quality
So if your father your plans has ended
You have no right to be offended
For in his doings this thought is embedded
He does not want to see you beheaded

Your make-up should have no cavity
He’s looking for people with gravity
Those who who will go the extra mile
Killing ambition and personal style
If you first want the budget to be installed
Then you must know you are not called
You’re only a tourist without any use
While your preaching serves as a handy excuse
This principle you have to see
You must do some thorough enquiry
And so your provision will always be
In the place that you have found worthy
Your contact you have to strictly examine
Or else he might lead you into a famine
This is why you have to enquire
‘Cause the issue is peace and not desire
There’s simply no way you just can go
The place of your mission you have to know
Remember you have a word to release
Make sure you do it in the house of peace
Check out the man’s integrity
And issues like his morality
This house is where your provision lies
Do not be looking to the skies
This is one of the season’s essentials
Don’t go to a house with bad credentials
It’s not every listening ear that hears
Inaccurate missions can cost you years
If we want to outrun the horses of Ahab
We’ll have to discern the dwelling of Rahab
When you find the house, it has to be greeted
Don’t look at how many people are seated
If we can see this in the spirit
We’ll soon discover it’s godly merit
Don’t look for any opportunity
But learn the value of scrutiny
In the flesh a house might have no force
But it could become your greatest source
The truth that’s actually very funny
It cannot be governed by things like money

If we continue in our lawless state
Defeat will surely be our fate
But if we follow these simple rules
The people will wash in Siloam’s pools
Shaun came and shared some prophetic impressions
Things that should form apostolic confessions
Right from the start, before all creation
God had His eye on every nation
This earth is what we will be taking
But first there must come a terrible shaking
Justice is one thing that will be restored
And also the righteousness of the Lord
The only viewpoint from God above
Is simply this: “the Son of My love”
Inaccurate systems are what He is after
Their foolish behaviour even moves Him to laughter
We saw this laid out in all its stages
That Christ is the purpose of the ages
Yet the limitations or our mortality
Keep us tied to an earth-bound mentality
If you do not have an eternal view
You cannot claim to be apostolic too
Our ear to His frequency we tweak
And only when He speaks, we speak
Apostolic people live from the eternal
That’s why they’re frustrated with the local fraternal
For the gospel they’re willing to get martyred
They don’t have to sing to get kick-started
The carnal man lives from the soul
His reason tells him he’s in control
He cannot please God, there’s always strife
This must be the lowest form of life
So Christ became a life-giving spirit
This wonderful truth includes us in it
And when the word germinates inside
We truly become a part of the bride
God works on man by the word and the Spirit
To bring forth in you what you’ll come to inherit
That’s why every promise is amen and yes

For nothing will happen until God says
To have their sight restored again
We have to renew the minds of men
This fact will shatter the Pharisees’ leaven
We are from heaven, not going to heaven
If we realize we’re baptized into the body
Our spiritual walk won’t be so shoddy
This is the gospel that sets us free
It’s Christ in us, the great mystery
This is the essence of what has been said
All things must be re-aligned with the head
It’s sometimes quite amazing to find
That His body on earth seems to have its own mind
As the senate functioned in Caesar’s place
The church must become a dispenser of grace
Until weaning the sons won’t be a loss
This is the strength of oikonomos
Sagie showed us how symbols are used
And why this has left the wise so confused
It does not refer to Balaam’s donkey
Or even a pastor stoned by a monkey
To believe the story of the chariot
You have to become an idiot
Your brain will need all of its neurons
To see that we are really God’s morons
An idiot’s thirst is not a farce
He drinks from the bottle instead of the glass
He also talks without restraint
And the rooster says “amen” like a saint
So wisdom is the principal thing
And not how loud or good you sing
The way thereto is above the devil
It’s fearing the Lord and shunning evil
A steward with wisdom gives food in its season
Feeding the sheep, with love as the reason
If not, you’ve exchanged your theology
For becoming a centre of therapy
This is one thing that you cannot fake
You must have the wisdom of a snake

Please don’t find out in the hour of crisis
That you did not pay the necessary prices
Wisdom will never depend on suggestions
But knows how to ask all the right questions
It searches for answers about a black stone
But being an idiot, I’ll leave that alone
An apostolic website with an age restriction
It sounds like a massive contradiction
For the church to really come to its senses
The people must deal with their offences
We learned about a man called Nimrod
And how he got his contempt for God
And since then his spirit has always resulted
In not wanting to see the set man exalted
The father’s mantle he does not desire
But the father’s wife sets his passion on fire
And so there are sons who just cannot wait
To take the church from the father they hate
Wherever this spirit works in a nation
You’ll see it result in secularisation
It likes to engage the political game
Until it succeeds in changing your name
If your people should leave you and go away
They’ve always belonged to the Lord anyway
Who has appointed you as their boss
So just take a tablet for memory loss
Nimrod perpetuates immaturity
By the mother and child imagery
It’s also a sign of constant dependence
The shrine with the ashes assures their attendance
With pastors playing hide and seek
And a fatherless church that’s very weak
It must by now be understandable
Why the first fruits and tithes are not refundable
So as we approach the place called Zion
We’ll even encounter a Christian lion
He gave his first fruits by sparing the prophet
And gained a harvest of Chaldeans off it
From where came the valley filled with dry bones

Who really should have been living stones
It’s always a case of neglecting the pillars
And feeding the people on all kinds of fillers
The rock badger hides in a place that is stronger
The ant will prepare for the nights that are longer
We heard about Boaz and Jachin
Two pillars on which you can really lean
And so we heard that the father of Ralph
Has wisdom in getting a game of golf
If you owe your brother, be quick to pay
Just let your gift at the altar stay
Procrastination must be put away
For some love tomorrow more than today
The reason is simply just laziness
So please don’t be fooled by your busy-ness
We looked at the men who suffered loss
Because their boundaries they did cross
To live without trouble and resentment
You have to stay within your allotment
You’ll fail the parapet test until
You attach yourself to Joseph’s mantle
If you cannot handle your testosterone
Remember the chicks and don’t walk alone
Our church is really the wedding hall
But too many friends will spoil the ball
These ones their own mantles create
You must set your standard before it’s too late
If you really want to know for a fact
Whether the conference really has an impact
Go to the bathroom and pick up the rumour
It tells you the truth without any humour
Your tithing will surely stand in relation
To your measure of having revelation
It’s because of the anointing’s ability
To bring a son to stability
Jacob’s breakthrough came because of his seed
To release your tithe is a powerful deed
And so it is with all of your giving
It has to become your way of living

What you’re really saying when giving the tenth
In You is my life, my hope and my strength
This is exactly what the gospels record
When Mary the oil on Jesus poured
We have to look at our casualty rate
Why so many people suffer this fate
They don’t get established and cannot remain
It’s about the soil receiving the grain
Since they do not have the understanding
The seed cannot make a proper landing
The demons are active to snatch it away
And the people don’t hear a word you say
Your sons can sometimes get infected
That’s why their lives have to be inspected
This is done by a father’s prayers
To keep their focus on heaven’s affairs
Ben showed us the need to be established
And that old mindsets must be abolished
The proceeding word will be the tool
To get understanding into a fool
Apostolic people should seek understanding
Instead of simply just disagreeing
They should have the spirit of the Bereans
And not be confused like the Chaldeans
God’s people won’t be so easily offended
If they have been truly apprehended
This is the wisdom that comes from above
Revealed to His children in His love
The word of the Lord proved Joseph true
So why should He not be testing you
Until with beautiful feet you can walk
And sin is no longer a part of your talk
Kobus brought us more clarity
On our need of authenticity
He took the example from Jacob’s life
Meeting his brother and ending the strife
We must draw aside and rest in God’s love
Setting our minds on the things above
For this is a fact and you cannot deny it
It’s terribly hard to switch off and be quiet

The Noah position is still the best
Learning to be in a place of rest
He knew what to do when God he had heard
Quick to respond to proceeding word
Frans came and shared from his personal life
What God has been doing for him and his wife
We could not help but stand in awe
When his steadfast commitment to God we saw
It was moving and very emotional
And not just another devotional
On how to drink from the Spirit’s fountain
When you have to face your personal mountain
And so it came, when he sensed the time
That Kilimanjaro he went to climb
Though not hearing him speak, we heard his story
And this gave the Father so much glory
His testimony was awesome and very moving
We pray that his health will soon start improving
We saw in action God’s method of choice
Because of a son, he still has a voice
Elijah asked, how should we then preach
Do we have God’s breath in what we teach
Where much of religion is anthropo-centric
We have to become truly authentic
Now this may sound a bit supersonic
But much of the church is ocsi-moronic
It means that its preaching does not perform
Inadequate substance is now the norm
Although our appearance might be sleek and mod
We cannot engage the voice of God
You might have the power, or so it may look
But your sermon is crooked like a hook
The Holy Spirit must first configure
Our inside before we can preach with vigour
If what we say, does not carry God’s breath
It will be the letter, producing death
If the ocean cannot be contained in a flask
We have a serious question to ask

What does “God-breathed” really mean
Is Scripture the only place where He’s seen
This is where previous seasons stumbled
They got excited when the dry bones rumbled
If into the trap of this fable we fall
We’re just like the pigeons at the city hall
If we’re driven along by the wind of the Spirit
There can be no man-made pollution within it
But all of our preaching will be in vain
If it kills the breath that the seed does contain
And so another school was ended
The next one won’t be so extended
It only will go to the Friday night
So please, on Saturday book your flight
Till we see again on the eighth of October
Stay healthy, joyful, upright and sober
Our hearts are full, what more can we say
It’s awesome to live in this wonderful day

